Ultrasonic scattering by two concentric cylinders.
A series solution for scattering from two concentric, fluid cylinders of different speeds and densities has been employed to compute the scattered pressure for a range of frequencies, material parameters, and emitter and detector functions. This range includes the nominal parameters of measurements that were made at a frequency of 1.0 MHz and a radius of 150 mm on a gel model with an outer radius of 25.00 mm and an inner radius of 9.52 mm. The nominal parameters correspond to a ka of 626.2 for the measurement radius, a ka of 106.0 for the outer cylinder, and a ka of 39.8 for the inner cylinder. Scattering was calculated for frequencies for 10 kHz to 10 MHz which resulted in ka values from 6.26 to 6262 for the measurement radius, from 1.06 to 1060 for the outer cylinder, and from 0.398 to 398 for the inner cylinder. The effects on scattering of changes in speed and density parameters of the concentric cylinders are presented. First, the speed of the outer cylinder was raised by a factor of 10 from the nominal while the density of the outer cylinder and the speeds and densities of the inner cylinder and the surrounding medium were held fixed. Next, the density of the outer cylinder was raised while its speed was fixed at nominal, as were the speeds and densities of the inner cylinder and the medium. Finally, the speed first and then the density of the inner cylinder was raised while the parameters of the outer cylinder and of the medium were held fixed at nominal.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)